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Abstract
Let F be a field. Almost 25 years ago, G.N. de Oliveira has proposed the following comple-
tion problems: Describe the possible characteristic polynomials of TAi;j U, i; j 2 f1; 2g, where
A1;1 and A2;2 are square submatrices, when some of the blocks Ai;j are fixed and the others
vary [cf. Linear Multilinear Algebra 2 (1975) 357]. Several of these problems remain un-
solved. This paper gives the solution, over the field of real numbers, of Oliveira’s problem
where the blocks A1;2; A2;1 are fixed and the others vary. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let F be a field. Almost 25 years ago, de Oliveira [5] has proposed the following
completion problems: Describe the possible characteristic polynomials of
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
A1;1 A1;2
A2;1 A2;2

; (1)
where A1;1 and A2;2 are square, when some of the blocks Ai;j are fixed and the
others vary. There are essentially seven problems, according to the positions of the
fixed blocks: (i) A1;1; (ii) A1;1; A1;2; (iii) A1;2; (iv) A1;1; A2;2; (v) A1;2; A2;1; (vi)
A1;1; A1;2; A2;2; (vii) A1;2; A2;1; A2;2. Only the first three of them have been com-
pletely solved [4,5,14]. Moreover, a complete description of the possible invariant
polynomials of (1) is known, when the blocks indicated in any of the situations (i)–
(iii) are fixed and the others vary [1,8,11,13,15,16].Note that these three cases are ex-
actly the ones where the fixed blocks correspond to a submatrix. Very little is known
about problem (vii). The problems (iv)–(vi) have been solved in particular cases. See
[3,6,9,10,12] and their references for example. In particular, they are solved when F
is algebraically closed.
The purpose of this paper is to solve Oliveira’s problem (v) when F is the field R
of real numbers. In fact, our proof is valid provided that all the irreducible polyno-
mials in F TxU have degree 6 2.
When n D 2, the problem is easy to solve with a direct calculation: given a1;2; a2;1
2 R, there exist a1;1; a2;2 2 R such that Tai;j U has characteristic polynomial f .x/ D
x2 C b1x C b0 if and only if the equation y2 C b1y C b0 C a1;2a2;1 D 0 has a root
in R.
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose that n D p C q > 3. Let A1;2 2 Rpq; A2;1 2 Rqp;  D
minfrank A1;2; rank A2;1g. Let f 2 RTxU be a monic polynomial of degree n.
Then there exist A1;1 2 Rpp; A2;2 2 Rqq such that .1/ has characteristic poly-
nomial f if and only if either  > 0 or f has a divisor of degree p.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
The necessity is trivial and the sufficiency is also trivial when  D 0. The proof
of the sufficiency, when  > 0, will be done by induction on n.
Let  D maxfrank A1;2; rank A2;1g. We assume, without loss of generality, that
 D rank A1;2.
Choose nonsingular matrices P 2 Rpp and Q 2 Rqq such that PA1;2Q has
the form
I 0
0 0

: (2)
Note that there exist A1;1 2 Rpp , A2;2 2 Rqq such that (1) has characteristic poly-
nomial f if and only if there exist A01;1 2 Rpp, A02;2 2 Rqq such that
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
A01;1 PA1;2Q
Q−1A2;1P−1 A02;2

has characteristic polynomial f.
From now on, we assume, without loss of generality, that A1;2 has the form (2).
We shall say that two matrices
B D

B1;1 B1;2
B2;1 B2;2

; B 0 D

B 01;1 B 01;2
B 02;1 B 02;2

2 Rqp;
where B1;1; B 01;1 2 R, are -equivalent if there exist nonsingular matrices of the
forms
W D

W1;1 0
W2;1 W2;2

2 Rqq ; Z D

W−11;1 Z1;2
0 Z2;2

2 Rpp;
where W1;1 2 R, such that B 0 D WBZ.
It is easy to see that, if A2;1 is -equivalent to A02;1, then there exist A1;1 2 Rpp,
A2;2 2 Rqq such that (1) has characteristic polynomial f if and only if there exist
A01;1 2 Rpp , A02;2 2 Rqq such that
A01;1 A1;2
A02;1 A02;2

;
has characteristic polynomial f. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may replace
A2;1 by any -equivalent matrix.
The next lemma has been proved in [2] for general fields. For the sake of com-
pleteness, we include a short proof valid in R.
Lemma 2. The theorem is true when minfp; qg D 1.
Proof. Without loss of generality, q D 1. We have already assumed that
A1;2 D

1 0    0t :
As A2;1 =D 0, it is easy to see that A2;1 is -equivalent to a matrix of the form
l 1 0    0 I
without loss of generality, assume that A2;1 has this form.
Case 1. Suppose that p D 2. A simple calculation shows that there exist matrices
of the forms
A1;1 D

a1;1 a1;2
a2;1 0

and A2;2 D

a3;3

such that (1) has characteristic polynomial f.
Case 2. Suppose that p D 3. A simple calculation shows that there exist matrices
of the forms
A1;1 D
2
4 0 0 0a2;1 0 1
a3;1 a3;2 a3;3
3
5 and A2;2 D 0
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such that (1) has characteristic polynomial f.
Case 3. Suppose that p > 4. Suppose that f D f1f2, where f1 and f2 are real
monic polynomials and deg f1 2 f3; 4g. According to either Case 1 or Case 2, there
exists a matrix of the form
C1;1 C1;2
C2;1 c2;2

;
where either
C1;2 D T1 0Ut and C2;1 D Tl 1U;
or
C1;2 D T1 0 0Ut and C2;1 D Tl 1 0U;
with characteristic polynomial f1. Let D be a square matrix with characteristic poly-
nomial f2. Then2
4C1;1 0 C1;20 D 0
C2;1 0 c2;2
3
5
has characteristic polynomial f and has the prescribed form. 
From now on, assume that minfp; qg > 2. The following result has been proved
in [3] and is valid in general fields.
Lemma 3. Suppose that f D f1f2 2 RTxU; where f1 is a real polynomial of de-
gree p. If one of the following conditions is satisfied; then there exist A1;1 2 Fpp;
A2;2 2 Rqq such that matrix .1/ has characteristic polynomial f V
  > 1.
  D 1 and p =D q .
  D 1 and one of the polynomials f1 or f2 is reducible.
As all the irreducible polynomials in RTxU have degree 6 2, it remains to prove
the sufficiency in two cases:
  D 1, p D q D 2 and f does not have roots in R.
 p and q are odd and f does not have roots in R.
Lemma 4. The theorem is true when  D 1 and p D q D 2.
Proof. Let f .x/ D x4 C c3x3 C c2x2 C c1x C c0. We have already assumed that
A1;2 D diag .1; 0/. As rank A2;1 D 1, it is not hard to see that A2;1 is -equivalent
to a matrix of one of the following forms:
l 0
0 0

;

0 1
0 0

;

0 0
1 0

;

0 0
0 1

; (3)
with l =D 0. Without loss of generality, assume that A2;1 has one of these forms.
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Case 1. Suppose that A2;1 has the first of the forms (3). Take
A1;1 D

a 1
b C ae − a2 e − a

and A2;2 D

d 1
e 0

;
where the elements a; b; d; e are variables to be chosen so that the characteristic
polynomial of (1) becomes equal to f. Then the characteristic polynomial of (1) is
x4 − .d C e/x3 C .−b C de − e − l/x2 C .bd C e2 − al C el/x C be:
A simple calculation shows that this polynomial is equal to f if and only if
d D−e − c3;
bD−e2 − c3e − e − l − c2;
aD l−1.e3 C 2c3e2 C 2e2 C c23e C c3e C c2e C c3l C 2el C c3c2 − c1/;
c0 D−e3 − c3e2 − e2 − c2e − el:
Clearly, this system of equations is soluble in R.
Case 2. Suppose that A2;1 has the second of the forms (3). As in Case 1, it can be
shown that there exist matrices
A1;1 D

a 0
1 0

and A2;2 D

d − b e C bd − b2
1 b

;
with a; b; d; e 2 R such that the characteristic polynomial of (1) is equal to f.
Case 3. Suppose that A2;1 has the third of the forms (3). As in Case 1, it can be
shown that there exist matrices
A1;1 D

d − b e C bd − b2
1 b

and A2;2 D

0 1
0 a

;
with a; b; d; e 2 R such that the characteristic polynomial of (1) is equal to f.
Case 4. Suppose that A2;1 has the last of the forms (3). As in Case 1, it can be
shown that there exist matrices
A1;1 D

0 0
b a

and A2;2 D

e 1
d 0

;
with a; b; d; e 2 R such that the characteristic polynomial of (1) is equal to f. 
From now on, assume that minfp; qg > 3.
Lemma 5. The theorem is true when p D q D 3 and  D 3.
Proof. Case 1. Suppose that A2;1 is not scalar. Let f D f1f2f3, where all the factors
are real monic polynomials with degree equal to 2. Note that, when p D q D ,
-equivalence means similarity. Let
0 1
a1 a2

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be a matrix with characteristic polynomial f1.
As A2;1 is not scalar, A2;1 is similar to a matrix having its .1; 1/ entry equal to
any previously prescribed value (cf. [7, Lemma 1]). Then, without loss of generality,
assume that A2;1 D Tdi;j U, i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g, where d1;1 D a1.
It is easy to find real numbers b1; b2; e1; e2 such that
b1 1
b2 d2;3

and

0 −1
e1 e2

have, respectively, characteristic polynomials f2 and f3. Take
A1;1 D
2
4 0 0 00 b1 1
−d2;1 b2 − d2;2 0
3
5 and A2;2 D
2
4a2 d1;3 00 d2;3 −1
0 e1 C d3;3 e2
3
5 :
In (1) add the fifth row to the third row and subtract the third column from the fifth
column. Clearly, the resulting matrix has characteristic polynomial f and is similar to
(1).
Case 2. Suppose that A2;1 is scalar: A2;1 D lI3, with l 2 Fnf0g. Let f D f1f2,
where f1 and f2 are real monic polynomials of degrees 4 and 2, respectively. It is
not hard to find a; b; d; e 2 R such that2
664
0 1 1 0
l e 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 a b d
3
775
has characteristic polynomial f1. Then choose u; v 2 R so that
B D
2
6666664
0 1 1 0 0 0
l e 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 l − v 0
0 a b d 0 b − l
0 0 0 0 u 1
0 0 0 0 v 0
3
7777775
has characteristic polynomial equal to f. In B add the third row to the sixth row and
subtract the sixth column from the third column. We get a similar matrix that is
permutation similar to a matrix of the form .1/ for some matrices A1;1 and A2;2. 
Partition A2;1 as follows:
A2;1 D

B1;1 B1;2
B2;1 B2;2

; (4)
where B1;1 2 R.
Lemma 6. The theorem is true when p D q D 3 and  D 2.
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Proof. Let f .x/ D x6 C c5x5 C    C c0. Recall that we are assuming that A1;2 has
the form (2) and 0 <  D rank A2;1 6  D rank A1;2. The proof is split into several
cases.
Case 1. Suppose that B1;1 is nonsingular and scalar: B1;1 D diag .l; l/, with l 2
Rnf0g. Then A2;1 is -equivalent to2
4 l 0 00 l u
s lv uv
3
5 ;
for every s; u; v 2 R. Without loss of generality, assume that A2;1 has this form,
where the elements s; u; v will be chosen later. Take
A1;1 D
2
40 0 10 0 0
0 1 0
3
5 and A2;2 D
2
4a4;4 0 00 0 1
a6;4 a6;5 a6;6
3
5 ;
where the elements a4;4; a6;4; a6;5; a6;6 (and also s; u; v) are variables to be chosen
so that the characteristic polynomial of (1) becomes equal to f. A simple calculation
shows that there exist a4;4; a6;4; a6;5; a6;6; s; u; v 2 R such that (1) has characteristic
polynomial f if and only if the following system of equations is soluble:
c5 D−a6;6 − a4;4;
c4 D−a6;5 C a6;6a4;4 − 2l;
c3 Da6;5a4;4 C 2a6;6l C a4;4l − u − lv;
c2 D l2 C a6;5l − a6;6a4;4l C a6;6u C a4;4u C a4;4lv − uv;
c1 D−a6;6l2 − s − a6;6a4;4u C lu C l2v C a4;4uv;
c0 D−a6;4l C a4;4s − a6;6lu C luv:
In order to solve it, take the value of a6;6 from the first equation and replace on
the others. Then take the value of a6;5 from the second and replace on the remaining
ones. Take the value of u from the third and replace on the remaining ones. Replace
v by any real number different from −c5. Then the fourth equation becomes a poly-
nomial equation on a4;4 of degree 3. Take a solution a4;4 of this equation and replace
on the remaining ones. Take the value of s from the fifth equation and replace on the
last one. Take the value of a6;4 from the last equation.
Case 2. Suppose that B1;1 is nonsingular and nonscalar. Then A2;1 is -equivalent
to a matrix of the form
0 1
c b

 T0U; where c =D 0:
Without loss of generality, assume that A2;1 has this form. Take
A1;1 D
2
4 0 0 0a2;1 a2;2 a2;3
1 0 0
3
5 and A2;2 D
2
4 0 0 0a5;4 0 1
a6;4 a6;5 a6;6
3
5 ;
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where a2;2 2 R is chosen so that −a22;2 − c5a2;2 − b − c4 =D 0 and
a6;6 VD−a2;2 − c5;
a6;5 VD−a22;2 − c5a2;2 − b − c4;
a5;4 VDa6;5a2;2 − a2;1 C a6;6b − c3;
a2;3 VDa−16;5c0;
a2;1 VDa−16;5.c1 − ca6;6 − a6;6a2;3/;
a6;4 VDa6;6a5;4 − a2;3 C a6;6a2;1 − c − c2:
Then (1) has characteristic polynomial f.
Case 3. Suppose that rank B1;1 D rank A2;1 D 1. This case is analogous to Case
2. The only difference is that c D 0 in Case 3.
Case 4. Suppose that rank B1;1 D 1, rankTB1;1 B1;2U D rank A2;1 D 2. Then A2;1
is -equivalent to a matrix of the form2
4b 1 00 0 1
0 0 0
3
5 :
Without loss of generality, assume that A2;1 has this form. Take
A1;1 D
2
40 a1;2 a1;30 1 0
1 a3;2 0
3
5 and A2;2 D
2
40 a4;5 10 a5;5 0
0 a6;5 0
3
5 ;
where
a5;5 VD−c5 − 1;
a1;3 VDa5;5 − b − c4;
a3;2 VDa1;3 C a5;5a1;3 C a5;5b C b − c3;
a6;5 VDc0;
a4;5 VDa6;5 − a3;2b C c1 C 1;
a1;2 VD−a4;5 − a5;5a1;3 − a5;5b − c2:
Then (1) has characteristic polynomial f.
Case 5. Suppose that rank B1;1 D 1, rankTB t1;1 B t2;1Ut D rank A2;1 D 2. This case
is analogous to Case 4.
Case 6. Suppose that rank B1;1 D rankTB1;1 B1;2U D rankTB t1;1 B t2;1Ut D 1 and
rank A2;1 D 2. Then A2;1 is -equivalent to a matrix of the form2
40 1 00 b 0
0 0 1
3
5 :
Without loss of generality, assume that A2;1 has this form. Take
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A1;1 D
2
4 0 0 a1;3a2;1 0 a2;3
1 0 a3;3
3
5 and A2;2 D
2
40 0 a4;60 0 a5;6
0 0 1
3
5 ;
where
a3;3 VD−c5 − 1;
a1;3 VDa3;3 − b − c4;
a2;1 VDa1;3 C a3;3b C b − c3;
a2;3 VDa3;3a2;1 C a1;3b C c1;
a4;6 VD−a2;3 C a2;1 C a3;3a2;1 − a3;3b C a1;3b − c2;
a5;6 VDa4;6b − c0:
Then (1) has characteristic polynomial f.
Case 7. Suppose that B1;1 D 0 and B1;2 =D 0. Then A2;1 is -equivalent to a ma-
trix of the form2
40 0 10 0 0
b d e
3
5 ;
with b; d; e 2 R. Without loss of generality, assume that A2;1 has this form. Take
A1;1 D
2
4 1 0 0a2;1 0 a2;3
a3;1 1 0
3
5 and A2;2 D
2
4a4;4 0 0a5;4 0 1
a6;4 0 0
3
5 ;
where
a4;4 VD−c5 − 1;
a2;3 VDa4;4 − c4;
a3;1 VDa2;3 C a4;4a2;3 − d − c3;
a6;4 VD−da3;1 C b C ea4;4 C c0;
a5;4 VDa6;4 C da4;4 − ea4;4 − e C c1;
a2;1 VD−a5;4 − a4;4a2;3 C da4;4 C d − e − c2:
Then (1) has characteristic polynomial f.
Case 8. Suppose that B1;1 D 0 and B2;1 =D 0. This case is analogous to Case 7.
Case 9. Suppose that B1;1 D 0, B1;2 D 0 and B2;1 D 0. Then A2;1 is -equivalent
to diag .0; 0; 1/. Without loss of generality, A2;1 D diag .0; 0; 1/. Take
A1;1 D
2
4a1;1 a1;2 a1;30 0 0
1 0 0
3
5 and A2;2 D
2
4a4;4 a4;5 a4;60 0 1
0 a6;5 0
3
5 ;
where a4;4 2 Fnf0;−c5g, a6;5 and a1;3 satisfy
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
a6;5
a1;3

D

c4 C a4;4.a4;4 C c5/
c3
  −1 −1
−c5 a4;4
−1
and
a1;1 VD−a4;4 − c5;
a4;6 VDa6;5a1;3 − a6;5a4;4a1;1 − c2;
a1;2 VDa−14;4c0;
a4;5 VD−a6;5a4;4a1;3 − a1;2 − c1:
Then (1) has characteristic polynomial f. 
Lemma 7. The theorem is true when p D q D 3 and  D 1.
Proof. With the previous assumptions,  D  D rank A1;2 D rank A2;1; A1;2 D
diag .1; 0; 0/ and A2;1 has form (4), where B1;1 2 R11.
Case 1. Suppose that TB1;1 B1;2U =D 0. Suppose that f D f1f2, where f1 and f2
are real monic polynomials of degrees 4 and 2, respectively. According to Lemma 2,
there exist A1;1 2 R33 and a 2 R such that2
664 A1;1
1
0
0
B1;1 B1;2 a
3
775
has characteristic polynomial f1. Let C 2 R22 be a matrix with characteristic poly-
nomial f2. Then
A1;1 A1;2
A2;1 a  C

has characteristic polynomial f.
Case 2. Suppose that TB t1;1 B t2;1Ut =D 0. This case is analogous to Case 1.
Case 3. Suppose that TB1;1 B1;2U D 0 and TB t1;1 B t2;1Ut D 0. Let f .x/ D x6 C
c5x5 C    C c0. Then A2;1 is -equivalent to2
40 0 00 1 d
0 e ed
3
5
for every e; d 2 R. Without loss of generality, assume that A2;1 has this form, where
the elements d; e will be chosen later. Take
A1;1 D
2
4a1;1 a1;2 a1;30 0 1
1 0 0
3
5 and A2;2 D
2
4 0 1 00 0 1
a6;4 0 a6;6
3
5 ;
where the elements ai;j (and also d; e) are variables to be chosen so that the charac-
teristic polynomial of (1) becomes equal to f. A simple calculation shows that there
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exist a1;1; a1;2; a1;3; a6;4; a6;6; d; e 2 R such that (1) has characteristic polynomial f
if and only if the following system of equations is soluble:
c5 D−a6;6 − a1;1;
c4 D−a1;3 C a6;6a1;1;
c3 D−a6;4 C a6;6a1;3 − a1;2;
c2 Da6;6a1;2 C a6;4a1;1 − d;
c1 Da6;4a1;3 C a6;6d − de − 1;
c0 Da6;6 C a6;4a1;2 − e:
In order to solve it, take the value of a1;1 from the first equation and replace on the
others. Then take the value of a1;3 from the second and replace on the remaining
ones. Take the value of a1;2 from the third and replace on the remaining ones. Take
the value of d from the fourth and replace on the remaining ones. Take the value of
e from the last equation and replace on the fifth. Replace a6;6 by any real number
different from −c5=2. Then the fifth equation becomes a polynomial equation on
a6;4 of degree 3. Obviously, it is soluble in R. 
We shall denote by Jl the singular Jordan block of size l  l:
Jl D

0 Il−1
0 0

:
Lemma 8. Suppose that p D q D  C 1 > 5; rankTB1;1 B1;2U >  − 1. Then
A2;1 is -equivalent to a matrix with one of the following formsV

D1;1 0
D2;1 D2;2

;

D1;1 D1;2
0 D2;2

;
2
40 0 00 J−1 R
0 S t
3
5 ; (5)
where D1;1 2 R22 and D2;2 2 R.q−2/.p−2/ are nonzero blocks and
S D Ts 0    0U; R D T0    0 rUt; s; r 2 Rnf0g; t 2 R:
Proof. We have  > 4 and rank B1;1 >  − 2. Therefore, B1;1 has at most two
elementary divisors that are powers of x.
As A2;1 can be replaced by any -equivalent matrix, B1;1 can be replaced by any
similar matrix. It is well known that B1;1 is similar to a matrix of the form K  L,
where K 2 Rkk is nonsingular, L 2 Rll is nilpotent, 0 6 k; l 6 . Moreover, as
rank B1;1 >  − 2, if l > 0, then L is similar to a singular Jordan block or is similar
to the direct sum of two singular Jordan blocks.
Without loss of generality, assume that B1;1 D K  Jl1  Jl2 , where l1 6 l2. For
notational convenience, we write the blocks K and Jli even if their sizes are
0  0.
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Note that we obtain a -equivalent matrix when we add to the last row (respec-
tively, column) a linear combination of the previous ones. Thus A2;1 is -equivalent
to a matrix of the form2
664
K 0 0 0
0 Jl1 0 R1
0 0 Jl2 R2
0 S1 S2 t
3
775 ;
where Ri has at most its last entry different from zero and Si has at most its first
entry different from zero, i 2 f1; 2g.
If k > 2, then, as all the irreducible polynomials over R have degree 6 2, we can
deduce that K is similar to a matrix of the form
D1;1 0
E2;1 E2;2

;
where D1;1 2 R22 is nonsingular. It is not hard to deduce that A2;1 is -equivalent
to a matrix with the first form indicated in (5).
Now suppose that k 6 1. Then l > 3.
Case 1. Suppose that, for some i 2 f1; 2g, k C li > 2 and either Ri D 0 or Si D 0.
Then, with an adequate permutation matrix P 2 R, we get a -equivalent matrix
.P  T1U/A2;1.P−1  T1U/ with one of the forms (5).
Case 2. Suppose that Case 1 is not satisfied. In these circumstances, if l1 D 0, then
A2;1 would be nonsingular, what contradicts the fact that rank A2;1 D  6 . Hence
0 < l1 6 l2. Moreover, R2 =D 0 and S2 =D 0. With an adequate nonsingular matrix
X 2 R, we can get a matrix of the form
.X  T1U/A2;1.X−1  T1U/ D
2
4K  Jl1 0 00 Jl2 R02
0 S02 t 0
3
5 ;
where R02 has at most its last entry different from zero and S02 has at most its first
entry different from zero. To the new matrix, we can apply Case 1, unless the matrix
has already the third form indicated in (5). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Bearing in mind the cases already studied, we assume that
minfp; qg > 3, maxfp; qg > 5 and p; q are odd. We also assume that q > p, as the
other case is analogous.
Case 1. Suppose that, either q −  D 2 and TB1;1 B1;2U =D 0, or q −  > 3. Note
that A2;1 is -equivalent to a matrix having its . C 1/th row different from zero.
Without loss of generality, assume that the first row of TB2;1 B2;2U is different from
zero.
Suppose that
A1;2 D

C1 0

; A2;1 D

D1
D2

;
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where C1 2 Rp.q−2/, D1 2 R.q−2/p. Note that C1 =D 0 and D1 =D 0. Suppose that
f D f1f2, where f1 and f2 are real monic polynomials of degrees n − 2 and 2,
respectively. According to the induction assumption, there exist A1;1 2 Rpp and
E1 2 R.q−2/.q−2/ such that
A1;1 C1
D1 E1

has characteristic polynomial f1. Let E2 2 R22 be a matrix with characteristic poly-
nomial f2. Then
A1;1 A1;2
A2;1 E1  E2

(6)
has characteristic polynomial f.
Case 2. Suppose that q −  6 2 and rankTB1;1 B1;2U 6  − 2. Then A2;1 is -
equivalent to a matrix with the first two rows equal to zero. Without loss of generality,
suppose that A2;1 has its first two rows equal to zero. Suppose that
A1;2 D

C1 C2

; A2;1 D

0
D2

;
where C1 2 Rp2, D2 2 R.q−2/p. Note that C2 =D 0 and D2 =D 0. Suppose that f D
f1f2, where f1 and f2 are real monic polynomials of degrees 2 and n − 2, respec-
tively. According to the induction assumption, there exist A1;1 2 Rpp and E2 2
R.q−2/.q−2/ such that
A1;1 C2
D2 E2

has characteristic polynomial f2. Let E1 2 R22 be a matrix with characteristic poly-
nomial f1. Then (6) has characteristic polynomial f.
Case 3. Suppose that q −  D 1 and rankTB1;1 B1;2U >  − 1. As q > p >  D
q − 1 and p and q are odd, we have p D q . According to Lemma 8, A2;1 is -
equivalent to a matrix with one of the forms (5).
Subcase 3.1. Suppose that A2;1 is -equivalent to a matrix with the first of the
forms (5). Without loss of generality, assume that A2;1 has that form. On the other
hand, A1;2 has the form I2  C2, with C2 =D 0. Suppose that f D f1f2, where f1 and
f2 are real monic polynomials of degrees 4 and n − 4, respectively. According to the
induction assumption, there exist A1; E1 2 R22, A2; E2 2 R.p−2/.p−2/ such that
A1 I2
D1;1 E1

and

A2 C2
D2;2 E2

have, respectively, characteristic polynomials f1 and f2. Then
A1  A2 A1;2
A2;1 E1  E2

has characteristic polynomial f.
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Subcase 3.2. Suppose that A2;1 is -equivalent to a matrix with the second of the
forms (5). This subcase is analogous to the previous one.
Subcase 3.3. Suppose that A2;1 is -equivalent to a matrix with the third of the
forms (5). Without loss of generality, assume that A2;1 has that form. Let P 2 Fpp
be the permutation matrix such that A02;1 VD PA2;1 results from A2;1 by permut-
ing the rows p − 2 and p and leaving the remaining rows unchanged. Let A01;2 VD
A1;2P−1. Then A01;2 and A02;1 have the forms:
A01;2 D

C1;1 C1;2
0 C2;2

; A02;1 D

D1;1 D1;2
0 D2;2

;
where C1;1;D1;1 2 F .p−2/.p−2/ and C2;2;D2;2 2 F 22 are nonzero blocks. Sup-
pose that f D f1f2, where f1 and f2 are real monic polynomials of degrees n −
4 and 4, respectively. According to the induction assumption, there exist A1; E1 2
R.p−2/.p−2/ and A2; E2 2 R22 such that
A1 C1;1
D1;1 E1

and

A2 C2;2
D2;2 E2

have, respectively, characteristic polynomials f1 and f2. Then
A1  A2 A01;2
A02;1 E1  E2

has characteristic polynomial f. It is easy to complete the proof.
Case 4. Suppose that q −  D 0 and rank B1;1 >  − 1. In this case p D q , A2;1
D B1;1 and -equivalence means similarity. Then A2;1 is similar to a matrix of the
form 
D1;1 0
D2;1 D2;2

;
where D1;1 2 F 22 and D2;2 2 F .p−2/.p−2/ are nonzero blocks. Without loss of
generality, assume that A2;1 has this form. On the other hand, A1;2 has the form
I2  C2, with C2 =D 0. From now on the arguments coincide with the arguments
used in Subcase 3.1. 
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